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Motivation

Large generative model (e.g. GPT3) still lags behind well-finetuned model

This paper proposes STraTa to leverage unlabeled data:

- Self-Training 
- Task Augmentation



Framework



Task Augmentation

- Goal:
- Finetune LMs on auxiliary task before the target task

- Which task?
- Domain mismatch: MNLI and SQuAD

- In this paper:
- Finetune on NLI data



Task Augmentation (2)

- Synthetic NLI data generation
- Generate from MNLI

- (sentA, sentB)-> label 
- To NLI

- (label, sentA) -> sentB
- Finetune T5 model

- Benefit
- Training label is free
- Be able to overgeneration in-domain NLI training data

- Overgeneration
- Generate 100 output samples per input (top-k=40)

- Filtering
- Use BERT model finetuned on MNLI as NLI classifier
- Filter synthetic data:

- If produce the same label -> kept
- Otherwise -> Remove



Self-training

- Goal
- Improve the model using pseudo-labeled data

- A strong base model
- Strong base model can produce quite good pseudo labeled data
- Otherwise, errors can be propagated through incorrect data

- Steps
- Starts with the same strong base model
- Finetune all parameters using labeled and pseudo-labeled data
-



Self-training (2)

- Self-training on a broad distribution of pseudo-labeled data
- Confident data ~ narrow distribution

- Overconfident teacher
- Poorly calibrated
- Harmful to the self-training

- Less confident data ~ broad distribution
- Using the whole set of pseudo-labeled data
- At each iteration, the pseudo-labels are regenerated as the teacher improves gradually



Experiment

- LMFT: Target task language model finetune
- Finetune LM on in-domain unlabeled text using MLM signal
- Finetune LM on the target task

- ITFT_MNLI: intermediate task finetuning on MNLI
- Finetune LM on MNLI 
- Finetune LM on target task

- TA: task augmentation
- ST: self-training
-




